
Electromagnetic radiation and your health

By Dr Jacqueline E CAMPBELL

I suggested to her that her insomnia may be due to her exposure to the 
electromagnetic radiation from various devices and that she limit exposure to 
these devices. She reluctantly agreed to give my recommendations a try. A few 
weeks later she called: ...

http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/magazines/allwoman/Use-a-broom--ditch-the-
microwave-Electromagnetic-radiation-and-your-health_11291922

--------

What killed the tree at Stratford, Ontario, City Hall

This tree located in front of Stratford, Ontario City Hall was dying. City staff 
suggested that salt spray from vehicles was the cause and they removed the tree. 
The video shows that the worst damage was to the side that faced the cell phone 
antennas located about 150 metres away. Cars passing the tree would normally 
be travelling slowly atthe 50 km speed limit (on Downie St), or stopping at the stop 
sign next to the tree. The dead areas, some of which are high on the tree, are not 
consistent with salt from vehicles.

There is a growing amount of scientific research which shows that microwave 
radiation from cell phone and other antennas is causing serious harm to trees 
around the world. This tree was being exposed to very strong pulsed microwave 
radiation. The World Health Organization classes this wireless radiation as a class 
2B carcinogen.

The radio frequency meter measurements are in microwatts per meter squared.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0aF6asC2TA

--------

In Great Danger

The most telling moment for me at our Earth Day booth here in San Diego, was 
when a very distressed young man, no more than age 20, stopped by and wanted 
info. He is employed by AT&T/Verizon installing wireless antenna on school 
grounds. He said that he is responsible for turning on the antennas and testing 
them and that he is always right near them when this happens. "Did I think this is 
harmful to him?"

He looked totally warped out- his eyes were not connected and he looked very 
strange and confused. I told him to file a complaint or get a new job- that this is 
very dangerous. I wish I had gotten his contact info. Similar to the military, they 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0aF6asC2TA
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/magazines/allwoman/Use-a-broom--ditch-the-microwave-Electromagnetic-radiation-and-your-health_11291922
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/magazines/allwoman/Use-a-broom--ditch-the-microwave-Electromagnetic-radiation-and-your-health_11291922


are using young people who do not know any better, to do their bidding.

Lisa

--------

Group to Host Event on Concerns over 'Smart' Meters Tonight 

Michigan Stop Smart Meters says the devices threaten residents' privacy, health, 
safety and pocketbooks. 

"Smart" Meters were designed as advanced utility meters that can record a 
business or consumer's energy, water or gas usage in real time and in greater 
detail. Groups like Michigan Stop Smart Meters are concerned about how the 
meters threaten residents' safety, privacy and health. Courtesy of PG&E 

Michigan Stop Smart Meters will host a public meeting in the East Community 
Room of the Ferndale Public Library from 6-8 p.m. today.

The event will include the presentation, ''Smart'' Meters ''Helping Us or Hurting 
Us?'' addressed by a panel of speakers, and will be followed by an open 
discussion.

Lectures will include the future of �smart appliances� and how residents can 
protect themselves from the downsides of these technological advances.

Smart Meters were designed as advanced utility meters that can record a 
business or consumer's energy, water or gas usage in real time and in greater 
detail.

Groups like Michigan Stop Smart Meters say they are concerned about how the 
utility-backed meters threaten residents in various ways. They point to the privacy 
concerns of breaking down home activity by the minute, economic concerns about 
the high rates consumers pay and dangers from the meters continual emission of 
electromagnetic radiation.

Here�s a look at what the speakers will specifically cover in tonight's Michigan 
Stop Smart Meetings event:

Dr. Richard Meltzer Overview: Meltzer will take a look at how society got to the 
point of ''smart'' appliances being forced upon citizens and why regulators have 
failed to ask the right questions or obtain meaningful evidence on which to base 
decisions.

Diana Ostermann:  Harmful Radio Pulse: Ostermann will draw on her 
background as a retired manager in the cell phone industry to explain how ''smart'' 
meter radiation has effects that can outweigh those from cell phone usage.

David Sheldon: Threat to Privacy: Sheldon's background in physics and 

http://www.smartmeters.com/
http://ferndale.patch.com/listings/ferndale-public-library
http://michiganstopsmartmeters.com/


economics will guide him in explaining how ''smart'' appliances are an invasion of 
privacy and economically inevitable if citizens don't put a stop to it.

Admission is free and light refreshments will be provided.

http://ferndale.patch.com/articles/michigan-stop-smart-meters-hosts-free-event-
on-dangers-of-smart-meters-tonight

--------

The Center for Safer Wireless Earth Day newsletter

Distributed on April 22. 

http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs070/1103014241183/archive/1109825837068
.html

Christine Hoch
Executive Director
Center for Safer Wireless
www.centerforsaferwireless.org
703-431-1558

--------

ERRFSA

http://issuu.com/naturalmedicine/docs/natmedi83may2012

Please see editorial and page 14 and 15.

Tracey-Lee Dorny

--------

NEUROLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIOFREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RADIATION 

Paper presented at the "Workshop on Possible Biological and Health Effects of 
RF Electromagnetic Fields", Mobile Phone and Health Symposium, Oct 25-28, 
1998, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria. Published on www.mapcruzin.com 
with the permission of the author, Dr. Henry Lai. 

http://www.mapcruzin.com/radiofrequency/henry_lai2.htm

Marika

--------
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Festival Hydro switching to time-of-use billing

After two years of radiating the entire city with a WHO class 2B 
carcinogen,Festival Hydro switch to time of use pricing.
Now they are exposing all the citizens to dangerous carcinogens for a purpose!

http://www.stratfordbeaconherald.com/2012/04/08/festival-hydro-switching-to-
time-of-use-billing

--------

Ontario: Hydro rates set to rise next month

http://www.windsorstar.com/news/Hydro+rates+rise+next+month/6496247/story.ht
ml

Informant: Martin Weatherall
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